
 

         
 

 
 
 

Review (10 minutes) 
 

Remind the students of the five principles by Bruce Weinstein.  
1. Do No Harm (includes physically and emotionally) 
2. Make Things Better (help people) 
3. Respect Others (includes confidentiality, telling the truth, and keeping promises) 
4. Be Fair (don’t overpunish, don’t favor) 
5. Be Compassionate (show people you care) 

 
Refer back to the opening ice-breaker activity and the responses you have recorded.  
Using the five principles listed on the board, have the students use their fingers to 
respond to the principle that is violated by doing the following.  A suggested 
response is listed, but feel free to consider your own thoughts and ideas. (You are 
not expected to complete all of these.  Depending on time, select the questions that 
most of the students responded yes to.) 
 

1. Would you pass along a rumor about a classmate?  

 Violates Principle 3 – Respect Others.  You need to tell the 
truth. 

2. You wake up with the flu one morning and only have one sick day left 
for the year . . . and it’s only June.  Would you go to work?   

 Violates Principle 1 – Do No Harm.  If you go to work sick, you 
can infect others. 

3. Two employees come in late to work for the third time.  One is your 
close friend and the other is not.  Would you fire the one that is not 
your friend, but keep your close friend on the payroll?  

 Violates Principle 4 – Be Fair.   
4. If your friend tells you that she is getting a new car, but to keep it a 

secret . . . would you?  

 Violates Principle 3 – Respect Others.  What if the secret was 
harmful? Then you have a duty to Principle 1 – Do No Harm.  
This includes preventing harm. 

5. You promise your friend that you will hang out on Friday night, but then 
your girlfriend/boyfriend wants to go out to a movie with you.  Would 
you skip the friends night and go to the movies?  

 Violates Principle 3 – Respect Others.  This involves keeping 
our promises. 

6. Your friend sends you and email with a link to a YouTube video.  
Would you watch it at work if you had nothing else to do?   

 May violate Principle 1 – Do No Harm.  Being a time stealer at 
work is harming the company. (Company policies vary.) 
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7. If you were a parent, would you ignore the fact that your minor child 
was going to R-rated films without your permission? 

 Violates Principle 4 – Be Fair 
8. The waitress at the restaurant is rude and provides slow service.  

Would you be rude back?   

 Violates Principle 5 – Be Compassionate 
9. You are hanging out with your friends in the parking lot of the local gas 

station.  You notice that the group has left a lot of trash in the parking 
lot and everyone is getting ready to leave.  Would you tell your friends 
to pick up? 

 Violates Principle 1 – Do No Harm 
10. While driving, your friend takes out her cell phone and starts to text.  

Do you do nothing and pretend it isn’t happening? 

 Violates Principle 1 – Do No Harm 
 

Closing (5 minutes) 
 
These principles aren’t just for ethics or this single event.  They are guiding 
principles that should be applied throughout your life.  They apply to all ages, 
genders, and backgrounds.   
 
Was slavery legal?  Yes.  Was it right?  No.  Just because a decision is legal, 
doesn’t mean it’s ethical.  With every decision you make, think about whether you 
are upholding these principles.   
 
Do you remember the person you thought highly of at the beginning of class?  
Would you want that person to know about your actions or the decisions you make?  
If not, you may be considering an unethical choice.   

 
Thank the students for their time and return to the initial meeting room for a follow-up 
meeting. 
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